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Monotone approximation relative to peak norms is studied both on an interval
and in the discrete case. Existence and some structure results are obtained which
demonstrate that peak norm approximation has similar properties to L approxi-1
mation. In particular, sup's and inf's of best approximants are best approximants
 .in the discrete case and a half-above, half-below property is demonstrated.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently the notion of a peak norm was introduced into approximation
w xtheory. See LL, CW . In this paper we examine some of the properties of
best monotone approximation on an interval and in the discrete case
relative to peak norms. Our main result is a ``half-above, half-below''
property reminiscent of best monotone approximation relative to the
L -norm in the discrete case.1
2. MONOTONE APPROXIMATION ON AN INTERVAL
AND THE PEAK NORM
5 5Let a satisfy 0 - a F 1. We define the peak norm ? on the spacea .
w x w xL 0, 1 of real Lebesgue integrable functions g on 0, 1 by
1
5 5 < <g s sup g ,a . H
a A .m A sa
w xwhere the supremum is taken over all subsets A of 0, 1 with Lebesgue
 .measure m A s a . It is straightforward to show that there exists a set A
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 .with m A s a such that the supremum is attained. Any such A is called
w xa norming set for g. See LL for this and other basic properties of the
peak norm.
In this paper we study monotone approximation. Let K be the set of
w x w xnon-decreasing functions on 0, 1 and for f g L 0, 1 , let1
5 5d f s inf g y f : g g K . 4 . a .a
A function g g K is called a best monotone approximant to f if
5 5g y f s d f . .a . a
Existence of best monotone approximants to essentially bounded func-
tions is demonstrated by the next theorem.
w xTHEOREM 2.1. Let f g L 0, 1 . Then there is a best monotone approxi-`
5 5mant to f relati¨ e to the peak norm ? .a .
 4Proof. Let g : K satisfyn
5 5lim g y f s d f . .a .n a
nª`
5 5 5 5It is easy to see that each g can be chosen so that g F f . Hence` `n n
 4we may extract a pointwise convergent subsequence g . Letk
g x s lim g x . .  .k
kª`
Clearly g g K. Let A be a norming set for the function g y f , i.e.,
 .m A s a and
1
< < 5 5g y f s g y f .H a .
a A
By the dominated convergence theorem, we have
1 1
< < < <lim g y f s g y f .H Hka akª` A A
Let e ) 0, choose k so that
5 5g y f y d f - e .a .k a
and
1 1
< < < <g y f y g y f - e .H H ka aA A
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Then we have
5 50 F g y f y d f .a . a
1 1 1
< < < < < <s g y f y d f q g y f y g y f .H H Hk a k /  /a a aA A A
- 2e .
So g is a best monotone approximant to f.
As for uniqueness of best monotone approximants, the peak norm is not
strictly convex and there are easy examples demonstrating non-uniqueness.
 .In view of this, let P f be the set of best monotone approximants toK
w x  . w xf g L 0, 1 . By Theorem 2.1, P f is non-empty for f g L 0, 1 and is1 K `
closed and convex.
w x w xTHEOREM 2.2. Let f g L 0, 1 . There exists a set A : 0, 1 which is a`
 .norming set for g y f for all g g P f .K
Proof. Since the peak norm is topologically equivalent to the L norm,1
 4  .  .we may find a countable set g : P f which is dense in P f relativen K K
 . ` yn  .to the peak norm. Define g x s  2 g x . The convergence isns1 n
5 5 5 5uniform since g F f for all n s 1, 2, . . . and clearly g g K.` `n
Let A be a norming set for g y f. Then we have
1
5 5 < <d f F g y f s g y f . a . Ha a A
`1
yns 2 g y f .H na A ns1
` 1
yn < <F 2 g y f H na Ans1
`
yn 5 5F 2 g y f a .n
ns1
s d f .a
Hence all possible inequalities are equalities and A is a norming set for
 .  4each g y f. Now for an arbitrary h g P f , g has a subsequencen K n
converging to h in peak norm as k ª `, and in turn converging to h in L1
 4  4norm. So g has a subsequence, we write it as g , converging a.e. to h.n n j
5 5 5 5Since g y f F 2 f for each j, we have by the dominated conver-` `n j
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gence theorem
1 1
< < < < 5 5h y f s lim g y f s d f s h y f . .H H a .n aja ajª`A A
Hence A is a norming set for h y f.
We shall refer to a set A which is a norming set for g y f for all
 .  .g g P f as a uni¨ ersal norming set for P f .K K
 .The existence of a universal norming set for P f allows us to modify aK
w xproof in LR to show that lim sup's and lim inf's of best monotone
approximants are also best monotone approximants.
w xTHEOREM 2.3. Let f g L 0, 1 . Let`
` 4g : P f and h x s lim g x .  .  .n K nª` nns1
 .  .  .  .and k x s limnª` g x . Then h g P f and k g P f .n K K
w x  .  .Proof. As in LR , we show for each g g P f we have g n h g P fK K
 .  .and g k k g P f . This will imply the theorem since h s g k k n hK
 .  .and k s g n h k k. Let A be a universal norming set for P f . ThenK
 .by Lemma 2.4 proof later
< < < <f y g n g n ??? n g n g F f y g .H Hk kq1 n
A A
and
< < < <f y g k g k ??? k g k g F f y g . .H Hk kq1 n
A A
By Fatou's lemma, letting n ª ` we obtain
< <f y g n g F f y gHH Hn /
A AnGk
and
< <f y g k g F f y g .EH Hn /
A AnGk
Letting k ª ` and using the dominated convergence theorem, we
obtain
< < < <f y h n g F f y g .H H
A A
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and
< < < <f y k k g F f y g . .H H
A A
5  .5  . 5  .5  .Hence f y h n g F d f and f y k k g F d f anda . a .a a
 .  .hence h n g g P f and k k g g P f .K K
w xLEMMA 2.4. Let f g L 0, 1 and let A be a uni¨ ersal norming set for`
 .P f .K
 4n  .If g : P f , thenk ks1 K
< < < <f y g n g n ??? n g F f y g .H H1 2 n n
A A
and
< < < <f y g k g k ??? k g F f y g . .H H1 2 n n
A A
Proof. It suffices to show that
< < < <f y g n ??? n g F f y g n ??? n g .  .H Hj n jq1 n
A A
and
< < < <f y g k ??? k g F f y g k ??? k g .  .H Hj n jq1 n
A A
for each j, 1 F j F n y 1. To show the first inequality, note that
< < < <f y g n g n ??? n g q f y g k g n ??? n g .  .j jq1 n j jq1 n
< < < <s f y g n ??? n g q f y g , .jq1 n j
hence
< < < <f y g y f y g k g n ??? n g .H Hj j jq1 n
A A
< < < <s f y g n g n ??? n g y f y g n ??? n g . .  .H Hj jq1 n jq1 n
A A
To get the second inequality, just interchange n and k in the above.
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3. THE DISCRETE CASE
In this section we consider the discrete version of monotone approxima-
 4tion. Let X s x , . . . , x be a finite ordered set and let K be the set of1 n
real-valued non-decreasing functions defined on X. If a is a positive
integer, 1 F a F n, the peak norm would now take the form
1
5 5 < <f s sup f x , .a . ia .n A sa A
where the sup is taken over all subsets A : X with cardinal number
 .n A s a . Note that Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.2, and Theorem 2.3 are
valid in this context, with the proofs easily adapted and generally easier. In
fact, Theorem 2.3 can be improved in the discrete case.
  .  .4THEOREM 3.1. Let f : X ª R. Define f s inf g x : g g P f and f sK
  .  .4  .  .sup g x : g g P f . Then f g P f and f g P f .K K K
 `  .  .Proof. Let g : P f be a dense sequence in P f . Thenn ns1 K K
 .  .  .  .f x s limnª` g x and f x s limnª` g x .n n
 .  .By Theorem 2.3, f g P f and f g P f .K K
Monotone approximation in L -norm is characterized by the ``half-above,1
w xhalf-below'' property, specifically, if f g L 0, 1 and g is any best approxi-1
mant to f in L -norm by non-decreasing functions, then1
1 1
 4  4m g ) f F and m g - f F . .  .
2 2
 4.In the discrete case this would translate to n g ) f F nr2 and
 4.n g - f F nr2. If we use a peak norm things get more complicated, but
if a is an even integer we can show that a universal norming set exists
relative to which the half-above, half-below property holds for all g g
 .P f .K
THEOREM 3.2. Let a be an e¨en integer with 1 F a F n, and let f : X ª
 .R. There exists a set A : X with n A s a such that
1
< < 5 5f y g s f y g s d f , . a . aa A
a
 4n g ) f l A F , .
2
and
a
 4n g - f l A F .
2
 .for all g g P f .K
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The proof will be accomplished by a series of lemmas. Assume a is an
even integer, 1 - a - n, in the following lemmas.
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let g g P f and let A be a norming set for g y f. SupposeK
 4 .n g - f l A ) ar2. Then there exists x f A and y g A such thato o
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .g x ) f x , g y - f y , and g x y f x G f y y g y .o o o o o o o o
 .  .Proof. If not, then for any x f A and y g A with g x ) f x weo o o o
 .  .  .  .would have g x y f x - f y y g y . Hence we could define g* so o o o
g q e for some e ) 0 so that A would be a norming set for g* y f and
5 5 5 5f y g* - f y g , a contradiction.a . a .
 .LEMMA 3.4. Let g g P f . There exists a norming set A for g y f suchK
 4 .  4 .that n g ) f l A F ar2 and n g - f l A F ar2.
Proof. Let B be a norming set g y f. If the half-above, half-below
property for g holds for B, we are finished. If not, assume without loss of
 4 .generality that n g - f l B ) ar2. By Lemma 3.3, there exists x f Bo
 .  .  .  .  .  .and y g B such that g x ) f x , g y - f y , and g x y f x Go o o o o o o
 .  .   4.  4f y y g y . Define B s B _ y j x . Then B is also a normingo o 1 o o
 4 .  4 .set for g y f , and n g - f l B - n g - f l B . Continue this ex-1
 4 .change process until a norming set A is arrived at with n g - f l A F
 4 .ar2. It will also be true at this point that n g ) f l A F ar2.
 4  .  .COROLLARY 3.5. Let g : P f be a dense sequence and let g* x sn K
` yn  .  . 2 g x . There exists a uni¨ ersal norming set A for P f such thatns1 n K
 4 .  4 .n g* ) f l A F ar2 and n g* - f l A F ar2.
Proof. Apply Lemma 3.4 to obtain a norming set A for g* y f with the
half-above, half-below property relative to g*. By the proof of Theorem
 .2.2, A is a universal norming set for P f .K
c  . 4Define M s x g X : all g g P f agree at x . Clearly f - f on M .K
 .LEMMA 3.6. Let A be a uni¨ ersal norming set for P f and supposeK
 c .n M l A s k F a . Then
k
cn f ) f l M l A F 4 / 2
and
k
cn f - f l M l A F . 4 . 2
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that the conclusion is false. Assume
 4 c .n f ) f l M l A ) kr2. Then for some e ) 0, a function f * can be
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defined by
f x q e for x g M c .
f * x s .  f x for x g M .
which is non-decreasing and for which
< < < <f x y f * x - f x y f x s d f . .  .  .  .  .  a
A A
 .  .This is a contradiction, since n A s a . A similar argument just lower f
c 4 .can be made if n f - f l M l A ) kr2.
 .COROLLARY 3.7. Let A be a uni¨ ersal norming set for P f . ThenK
c 4f - f - f l M l A s B.
c c .  4 . Proof. Let n M l A s k. Let a s n f G f l M l A , b s n f -
c c4 .  4 .f - f l M l A , and c s n f F f l M l A . Then a q b q c s k,
and by Lemma 3.6, a q b F kr2 and b q c F kr2. Hence a q 2b q c F k,
and hence k s a q b q c F a q 2b q c F k. This implies b s 0.
 .COROLLARY 3.8. Let A be a uni¨ ersal norming set for P f and letK
 .g g P f . ThenK
n M c l A .
c 4n f - g l M l A F .
2
and
n M c l A .
c 4n f ) g l M l A F . .
2
cIf f - g - f on M , then equality holds in both inequalities.
 4  4  4  4Proof. Since f - g : f - f and f ) g : f ) f , we have by
Lemma 3.6 that
n M c l A .
c 4n f - g l M l A F .
2
and
n M c l A .
c 4n f ) g l M l A F . .
2
cNow assume f - g - f on M , and suppose that inequality is strict in
one of the above inequalities.
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 4 c .   2 . .If n f - g l M l A - n M l A r2 , then by Corollary 3.7 we
must have
n M c l A .
cn f F f l M l A - . 4 / 2
c 4 .Hence also by Corollary 3.7 we must have n f G f l M l A )
c c c  . . n M l A r2 . Since g - f on M , g can be raised on M as in Lemma
.3.6 to obtain a better approximant, a contradiction. Similarly if
n M c l A .
c 4n f ) g l M l A - , .
2
then g can be lowered on M c to obtain a better approximant.
We are now ready for the proof of Theorem 3.2.
c 4  .Let g : P f be a dense sequence satisfying f - g - f on M . Letn K n
 . ` yn  .g* x s  2 g x . By Corollary 3.5, there exists a universal normingns1 n
 .set A for P f and for whichK
a
 4n g* ) f l A F .
2
and
a
 4n g* - f l A F . .
2
cSince f - g* - f on M , we have by Corollary 3.8 that
n M c l A .
c 4n f - g* l M l A s .
2
and
n M c l A .
c 4n f ) g* l M l A s . .
2
Still by Corollary 3.8, we have
n M c l A .
c 4n f - g l M l A s .
2
 .and )
n M c l A .
c 4n f ) g l M l A s .
2
c .for all g g P f satisfying f - g - f on M .K
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Turning our attention to the set M, we have
 4  4  4 cn f - g* l M l A s n f - g* l A y n f - g* l M l A .  .  .
n A n M c l A n M l A .  .  .
F y s
2 2 2
and similarly
n M l A .
 4n f ) g* l M l A F . .
2
Since M is the set where all best approximants agree, we have
n M l A .
c 4n f - g l M l A F .
2
and
n M l A .
c 4n f ) g l M l A F .
2
 .  .for all g g P f . Combining these inequalities with * , we haveK
n A .
 4n f - g l A F .
2
and
n A .
 4n f ) g l A F .
2
c .  .for all g g P f satisfying f - g - f on M . Since any g g P f is aK o K
uniform limit of such g, the theorem follows.
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